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Abstract-h this paper, we study the large time behavior of a fully implicit semidiscretization (in 
time) of parabolic Fokker-Planck type equations. Using logarithmic Sobolev inequalities exponential 
decay of the relative entropy (w.r.t. the steady state) is proved which yields convergence of the discrete 
scheme towards the unique steady state. The exponential decay rate recovers as At I 0 the decay 
rate of the original Fokker-Planck type equations. @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
&Fords-Fokker-Planck equation, Relative entropy, Logarithmic Sobolev inequality, Exponen- 
tial decay rate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the behavior of temporal semidiscretizations of Fokker-Planck type 
equations for the real-valued function ~(5, t): 
pt=div[D.(Op+p[V~+p])], ~:EEP, t>O, 
p(t = 0,x) = ,oD(z) E L: (IIP) , 
(1) 
with the confinement potential A E L:,,(lf@) such that 
pm := eeA (2) 
-which is a (formal) steady state of (1)-is in L’(l@). We assume that the symmetric diffusion 
matrix D = D(z) is locally uniformly positive definite on II@ with D E L~C(IWd;lWdXd). The 
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(possibly time-dependent) vector field p(s, t) is assumed to satisfy @(., t) E LtO,(lRd), t E (0, oo), 
and (in an appropriate weak sense specified later on) 
div, (pm D . p) = 0, on I@ x (0,oo). (3) 
We observe that (1) is (at least formally) mass-conserving, i.e., for all t E (0, oo), JRd p(z, t) dx = 
JRci P’(+x. C onse uen q tl y, we shall assume in the sequel that A is gauged (by an additive 
constant) such that 
J 
pm(x) dx = J P”(X) dx (4 Iv Wd 
holds. 
In recent years, the large time behavior of (1) and particularly the exponential convergence 
(in relative entropy) of p(t) towards poo as t + 00 has attracted a lot of attention (cf. [1,2] and 
references therein). Here, we shall study whether the implicitly time-discretized Fokker-Planck 
equation 
(5) 
n E No, PO(X) E L: (ad), 
(with the time step At > 0, and @(xc) := p( x, nAt)) preserves this exponential decay. 
The large time behavior of such (semi-)discrete evolution equations is also interesting from a 
numerical point of view and has led to the construction of entropy schemes for dissipative Fokker- 
Planck-type models (cf. [3-51). There, the schemes guarantee a decay of the numerical entropy. 
However, exponential entropy decay rates of such numerical scheme haveto our knowledge-not 
yet been investigated. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish existence and uniqueness of a 
weak solution to (5) and prove that this iteration scheme preserves positivity (i.e., pn 2 0, n E N, 
provided p” 1 0). Assuming that the evolution equation (1) corresponds to a convex Sobolev 
inequality (which is a generalization of Gross’ logarithmic Sobolev inequality [S]), we prove in 
Section 3 exponential decay of p” towards pm in relative entropy and give a numerical illustration 
of this result. In particular, we show that the decay rate of the relative entropy converges to the 
exponential decay rate holding for the original Fokker-Planck-equation (1) as At I 0. 
2. WELL-POSEDNESS AND POSITIVITY 
PRESERVATION OF THE ITERATION SCHEME 
Equation (5) defines (at least formally) a sequence of functions {P~}~EN. In this section, we 
shall give a weak formulation of it and prove its unique solvability for pn+‘. 
To this end, we shall need the following complex Hilbert spaces: the weighted L2-space L2(p&‘) 
is equipped with the inner product 
VP,~EL~(P?) : (P,~),;I =ldp?p:dx. 
Furthermore, we introduce 
$,,D := 4 E L2 (p&l) :~~VT(~)*DV($)p~dx<m}, 
which is equipped with the canonical inner product 
=: (Pd#'j,~~ + (p,dp,,D. 
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For (5), we shall make these assumptions (further assumptions will follow). 
A.1 The symmetric diffusion matrix D = D(x) is locally uniformly positive definite on II?‘! 
with D E Li&(Wd; Rdxd). 
A.2 0 < pm E L1(Rd). 
A.3 For each n E M, @:n E L&(IR?;I@) and I& gnI E L”(I@). 
A.4 p” E L:(E@) and SRd p” dx = SRd pw dx. 
We give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. A (real valued) function sequence {p”},E~ c Hjm,, is a weak solution of (5) iff 
the following property holds for each n E No: 
.I’ ,P++bp;‘dx = Wd s Wd ~“4 p;’ dx - At s,-vT (g) ,D.V (5) Pcodx 
-Atldp”+lVT (:) .D.++‘dx, 
(6) 
vd E Hi-,,. 
Since pm E Hj, ,D, choosing the test function C#I = pm in (6), yields mass conservation of a 
weak solution: JRd pn dx = JRd p” dx, n E N. 
To analyze the solvability of (6), we shall now introduce a sequence of (complex) quadratic, 
forms, {qn}nEn with the common (n-independent) form domain 
Q(f) = Q := H,t-,, 
We define qn : Q x Q + C with 
+At~~~VT($).D+,np~dx 
=: ; (Pd),:l +At(P,dp,,~ + &m(P,4). 
To make (3) precise we shall henceforth assume the following. 
A.5 For each n E N, div(poo D . @) = 0 in the following weak sense: 
\J real valued ~,d E $,,D : &(P,$) +&(4,~) 
(7) 
=At(~d;vT(&) -D.Pnp,dx+l”:VT (k) .D.Pnp,dx) =o. 
REMARK 2. 
(4 Due to the following estimate, qn is well defined on Q x Q: 
I&,b,d)I = IAtLd fVT (5) ~~~~np,dx~ 
5 At /j/~‘pn/lIL,~R.) ibllp,1 b%,,D. 
(b) Since div(p,D . pn) vanishes in the sense of Hi,,,D, we have for all p E Hjc_,, : 
WGmb~ PI) = 0. 
(cl From Part (b), we have for all (complex valued) functions p E HjmrD 
(8) 
Re(q%p)) = f ll~ll~,~ + At IIPII~,,D 2 0, (94 
(9b) Im(qYp,~)) = -i4L(p,p). 
We easily prove the following. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Assume A.l-A.5. Then each quadratic form qn, n E N is strictly m-accretive 
(in the sense of the definition &I [7, p. 2811). 
PROOF. First, the form domain Q is dense in L2(p&l). 
Second, we shall prove that qn is a closed form: let the sequence {&}~EN c Q converge to 4 
in L2(p&‘) and be a Cauchy sequence with respect to qn, i.e. 
lim (j,k)T(oo oo) Qn (& - $k, & - 4k) = 0. 
Then, due to (9a), {$j}jcN is a Cauchy sequence in Hi-,,. Since the embedding HimrD C 
L2(p&‘) is continuous, the limit of {tij}jEN in Hi,,D equals 4. Thus, 4 E Q. Since 
f ll~llz~~ + At lbll%,,~ I mm { f , At} Ml&, VPEQ, 
and via (8), we also have limjToo qn(& - 4, & - 4) = 0. Hence, qn is closed. 
Finally, we estimate I arg(qn(p, p)] I for p E Q: for p # 0 (8) and (9a) imply 
and hence, q” is strictly m-accretive. I 
According to Theorem VIII.16 in [7] the form qn corresponds to a strictly m-accretive opera- 
tor rZ. 
THEOREM 4. Assume A.l-A.5. Then, Vn E M there exists a unique closed operator Tn : 
D(Tn) --) L2(p&‘), with D(Tn) C Q, such that qn(p, 4) = jTn(p), q5),z~ holds for all p, 4 E 
D(P). Furthermore, D(Tn) is Hj,,D-dense in HjmrD, and for each X E Cc with Re(X) < 0, the 
operator Tn - A has a bounded inverse with II(Tn - X)-ill 5 l/l Re(x)l. 
With the aid of Theorem 4 we easily prove the following. 
THEOREM 5. Assume A.l-A.5. Then there is for each p” E L2(p&‘) exactly one weak solution 
of (5). 
PROOF. Using (7) we rewrite the recursion (6) in the equivalent form 
vn E N, 4 E f(jl,,D : qn+’ (pn+‘, 4) = -f (pn+‘, +),&I + (p”, @P&1 . (10) 
Using Theorem 4 we rewrite the 1.h.s. of (10): for each n E N and for each p E D(Y+‘) there is 
a unique T”+l(p) E L2(p;l) such that 
V+ E D (Tn+‘) : q*+‘(p, 4) = (P+‘(p), $&I 
If p” E L2(p&‘) (for some n E No), then there is a unique p”+l E D(Tnfl) such that (Tn+’ + 
mw+l) = P”, since Tn+’ + l/2 has a bounded inverse. Furthermore, Ilp”+‘(lPGl = II(Tn+’ + 
v2)-1vYl,~~ I2llP”ll,,~~ 
By a standard density argument one readily proves that p”+’ satisfies (10). A standard energy 
estimate using (9a) ensures that (10) has indeed at most one solution pn+‘. Furthermore, if p” 
is real-valued, pn+l will also be real-valued. I 
Next, we show that the iteration scheme (5) preserves positivity. 
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THEOREM 6. Assume A.l-A.5 and let p” E Lt(p,gl). {pn),,==, the weak solution of (5) then 
satisfies 
Pn(x) 2 0, VnnEN. 
PROOF. It suffices to prove: if pn 2 0, then p M’ > 0. We observe: if a real-valued function p E 
Hpl,,D, then its negative part, [p]- E Hjm,D. Now, using [p”+‘]- E Hj,,D as test function, (6) 
reads 
Since ,on > 0, we readily verify 
( Pn+ll [pn+l] -)p” = - ( [pn+l] - , [pn+l] -)p;, I 0, 
( Pnj [pn+‘] -),& 2 0, 
- (pn+‘, [P”“l-)p,,D = ( [pn+l] - , [pn+l] -),,,, 2 0. 
And since pn+l is real-valued Remark 2(b) gives 
q;",f' (p"+',[p"+']-) = -q;",+l ([pn+l]-,[pn+l]-) =(I. 
Hence, we deduce ([p”+‘]-, [pn+l]-)p,l = 0. 
3. DECAY OF THE RELATIVE ENTROPY 
We define the relative entropy of p with respect to po3 as 
4plhJ:=~d~(~)~m~~, (11) 
where * E @(R+) is a given nonnegative convex function satisfying 9(l) = 0. Typical examples 
of such entropies are (cf. [l]) 
@r(o) := alno - (CY - 1) and Qp(e) := UP - 1 - p(a - l), l<p<2. 021 
Our main assumption for this section is the validity of a convex Sob&v ineqdity in HL,,D 
for a fixed entropy that is generated by the function Q. More precisely, we assume the following. 
A.6 There is a positive constant X such that 
Note that (13) is equivalent to the exponential decay (with rate A) of the relative entropy for the 
solution of (1). 
For the entropies (12) the convex Sobolev inequality (13) was derived in [l] under the condition 
that A E u/;2d,” (Wd), and D = 0(x)1, D E W,2d,-(Wd) satisfy 
1 (-- > 2 $ $VDC~VD+~(AD-VD.VA)I 
+Da2A I VA@VD+VD@VA a20 X -- 
8x2 2 
> -I 
ax2 - 2 
(in the sense of positive definite matrices) Vx E Rd. If D = I, this condition means uniform 
strict convexity of the potential A, i.e., (s)%,+i ,..,, d 2 (X/2) I. 
Our main result is given in Theorem 7. 
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THEOREM 7. Assume A.l--A.5, and assume the validity of the convex Sobolev inequality (13) 
for some convex function 9 E C2(IR+) with 9(l) = S’(1) = 0. Then, {P~}~~w, the weak solution 
of (5) satisfies 
e(P I PA I Cl+ W-” e (P” I P,) , VnEN. 
PROOF. Since there is nothing to prove in the case e(p” 1 p,) = 00, we henceforth assume 
e(p” I PA < 00. 
Our line of argument involves several integrations by parts. Since the involved test functions 
do not necessarily belong to Hi,,, we shall need an approximation for the entropy functional: 
let {Q}~EW be a sequence in C(R+) such that for all k E N, Q is compactly supported, 0 5 T],+ 5 
r]k+l 5 1 and r]k = 1 on [zek, zk]. we set @g = @“.vk, k E N, and define 
J s xJ$( ) = Q;(a) d , *k(s) = 1 J 
s *I;(g) da, s E Iw+. 
1 
Then, for each k E N, 0 5 qg 5 9$+, 5 @” and 0 2 Qk 5 @k+l 5 \k. Consequently, by 
Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem for each nonnegative p E Hil_,D, 
where all terms have values in [0, oo]. Certainly, for each k E M, qk (p/p,) poo E Hj,,D. Thus, 
Setting p= poo, 4 = qk(p/p,) pea in A.5 we have 
s,. VT” (:> 
.D+:“p,dx=O, Vk,nEN. (14) 
Furthermore, for each k E N, QL (p/pm) pa, E Hjm,,, such that via A.5 and due to (14) for 
all n E N, 
-D.@"P,dx=-~d Qi (k) VT (;) .D.$npmdx 
=-Ad VT’& (f-) .D+p,dx=o. 
we deduce from (15) for all k, n E N, 
Ad+-) pVT(E).D.@dz=O. 
Exploiting the convexity of @k we calculate for all Jc E N and for all n E No 
e (P” 1 Pea) 2 ek (p" 1 pm) = ld Qk ( pn+l + t: - '^ "' ) pm dx 
2 ldY* (s) p,dx+AdP6 (g) (p,-.+l) dx 
= ek (pn+’ I pm) + Ld (% (5) P-> (P” - pn+‘) p&l dx. 
Setting 4 = @i (p”+‘/p,) poo E Hjlm,-, in (6) gives 
Ld (Q; (g) P-> (P” - .+l) p;‘dx 
=AtLdVT (5) .D.VQL (g) poodx 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
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where we used (16) in the last step. Combining (17) and (18) gives for all li E N and for all 72 E No 
e (P” I Pco) 2 ek (P+l I Pco) + At S,.~~(~)~T(~).D.~(~)f~dx. 
We recall e(pn ( p,) < 00 and all integrands on the right-hand side of this inequality are non- 
negative. We deduce from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem via @k T 9 and q; T V’ 
aktm 
e (p” I pm) 2 e (P+l IP-,+At~/‘(~) V’(~)VV($) poodx. 
10’ t 
time evolution of logarithmic (-) and quadratic () relative entropy 
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Figure 1. Exponential decay of the logarithmic and quadratic entropies. The initial 
condition was chosen as an extremal function for (a) the logarithmic entropy and (b) 
the quadratic entropy. 
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Applying the convex Sobolev inequality (13) finally gives for all 12 E No, 
e (P” I pm) 1 e (pnfl I pm) + AAte (pn+’ I pm) . I 
Finally, we sh’all numerically illustrate the discussed entropy behavior for the 1D test case 
with A = x2/2, D = I, # = 0, and At = 0.003. We use a finite-difference discretization 
(Ax = 0.08) of (5) an d zero-flux boundary conditions on a sufficiently large computational in- 
terval. Figure 1 shows the exponential decay of the logarithmic and quadratic relative entropies 
(corresponding to Q1 and i&2, respectively). In the first example, we chose the initial condi- 
tion py = exp[-x2/2 + 2x], which is an extremal function for 91, i.e., p = py makes (13) an 
equality. Hence, we observe in Figure la the predicted exponential decay of the logarithmic en- 
tropy with rate 2.0091 (for At --+ 0 one recovers the rate X = 2 of the continuous equation (1)) 
and an initially faster decay of the quadratic entropy. After n x 2500 time steps effects of the 
spatial discretization become visible. 
In the second example, we chose pg = (1 +x) exp[-x2/2], which is an extremal function for \kz. 
Hence, Figure lb shows the predicted exponential decay of the quadratic entropy. The logarithmic 
entropy is only plotted for n 2 600, as p”(x) takes negative values for smaller times. 
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